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The 1992 field season outside of the Whitehorse area turned out not to

be what we had hoped although we did find a few good prospects. First we

tried to get into the head waters of the Snake River to locate some

aminites but we were unable to line up with the large helicopter being used

/’by Northwestel on the Dempster and had to putour trip off until next year.
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In the Burwash Tatamagouch Creek area we did locate some good looklng black

gabbro some with white pegmatlte in it. This site needs to be looked at

more closely and access is poor but the stone looks good. This area is

staked and we would have to make arrangements with-claim holders to use

this site.

Along side of the White River about 1/2 mile upstream from the road we

found an orange and yellow striped marble. This is a great looking marble

that could have greet velue on the world market. We have no idea (yet)

where this piece comes from.

In the Miester River area there is a deposit of graphic granite on the

Loganvproperty. IA sample brought to us by a federal geologist looked good.

We tried to access the property by an old cat road but it was washed out

due to lack of maintenance. This site is remote but the stone is very nice

to look at if there were large enough pieces it could be quarried in the

winter and hauledout by cat train down old road.

Along side of the Haines Road around Vand Creek there are lote of

large hard competent whitish grey_boulders with some good outcrops about

1/2 — 3/4 mile upstream. We could quarry theze and not be seen from the

highway. Cut samples show a brownish crystal among the black grey and

white. (maybe potassium feldspar). Sample sawed and polished good but is
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a little plain.
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There is also some schist along the side of the road 12 miles south of

Teslin. I didn‘t find any out crops other than the one cut in the side of

the highway but this type of stone has potential for cheap building facing

and could also be exported south.






